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South Asian diasporic subjects have dealt with experiences of ‘home’ in various
ways: ranging from the ostensibly failed assimilations of racialized subjects in
their new homes to the nostalgia and trauma of exile felt in relation to former
homelands. Most conceptualizations of home, in their privileging of racial
formations that underpin Western racism, have elided questions of (homo)sexu-
ality. This reading of My Beautiful Laundrette evinces the ways in which queer
South Asian Diasporas resist the interpellative praises of the British nation-state
during the years of Margaret Thatcher. I argue that the film depicts, on the one
hand, hegemonic homes that expound classist and heteronormative ideals
supported by neoliberal capitalism. On the other hand, the characters Omar
and Tania act as queer agents whose non-heteronormative sexual practices
trouble such exclusive homes, and thus create new ‘home’ spaces for belonging.
This paper contributes to queer post-colonial studies, ‘third’ world feminism, and
diasporic cultural studies by examining, for a historical perspective, how
Kureishi’s queer characters resist the interpellative demands of the nation-state,
capitalism, and the materialist family.

Introduction

Any woman who understands the problems of running a home will be nearer to
understanding the problems of running a country. (Margaret Thatcher 1979)

England seems to have become a squalid, ugly and uncomfortable place. For some
reason I am starting to feel that it is an intolerant, racist, homophobic, narrow-minded
authoritarian rat-hole run by vicious, suburban-minded, materialistic philistines who
think democracy is constituted by the selling of a few council houses and shares. (Hanif
Kureishi 1988)

When screenplay/fiction writer Hanif Kureishi joined forces with film director
Stephen Frears, to produce the offbeat television film My Beautiful Laundrette

(1985), both artists were stunned when the low-budget (less than $850,000) film

catapulted to international acclaim. Frears shot Laundrette in London for Channel 4

on 16-mm in only six weeks in early 1985, and its subsequent domestic and

transatlantic acclaim praised young Kureishi for successfully locating ‘the pulse of

the new Britain’1 (Kaleta 40–41).

The American publication the New Republic smartly recognized that Laundrette

is ‘essentially a political film: about racism and various kinds of exile.’2 Critic
Andrew Kopkind of The Nation wrote:
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Bringing colonial wars home has had a salutary effect on British culture, and I don’t
mean merely reggae music and tandoori chicken. The widening pool of available visions,
emotions, habits and ideologies has fed what was beginning to look like a veritable
Sahel of sensibility with nought but nostalgia and wrinkled self-pity to decorate the arid
landscape.3

Aside from the fact that both of these appraisals derive from American

publications, and thus demonstrate the transnational reach of the film’s critical

reception, these reviews also cogently recognize two central themes in My Beautiful

Laundrette: first, the historical conditions that shape the notion of home; and

second, its constitutive stakes in national and community belonging. I say ‘notion of

home’ to include not only the traditional ways of thinking about it as a site of

habitation where body and place harmonize in a nostalgic experience of inclusion

and nation, but also as a concept and way of inhabiting and performing in domestic

spaces that is uneven with, and sometimes contradictory to, those traditional

versions. If home has often been configured as a site of domestic comfort and the

manacling of women to gender roles, it must be revisited in the context of diasporic

populations and the sexual (be)longings that migrate with them into new

geographies. As Ketu Katrak has observed, colonized peoples and Diaspora of

the ‘Third’ World are ‘rooted within a colonial and postcolonial history and within

continuing imperialist dominations today’ (649). In other words, those modes of

subjugation that formerly colonized peoples have encountered are part of a history

that repeats itself with new, updated hegemonies. Given the ways that both historical

and contemporary modes of colonialism affect the lives of diasporic subjects, I want

to argue that new ways of thinking about home can be located in Kureishi and

Frears’ cinematic representations. Indeed, in referring to a scene from Kureishi and

Frears’ subsequent film, Sammy and Rosie Get Laid (1987), Una Chaudhuri writes,

‘It is not quite the case that the immigrant’s home is where he or she does not belong.

Rather, the immigrant experience of today interrogates both concepts, home and

belonging, and points to a renovation of the general discourse of home. That is to

say, the problematic and asymmetrical relation between the immigrant and the

traditional figure of home may allow for a revisioning of a concept that, as we shall

see, has long been in crisis’ (149). As Chaudhuri suggests, the unsettling of a stable

concept of home has become additionally troubled by the migratory trajectories of

formerly subjugated peoples in the wake of decolonization.

Such a crisis in the traditional definition of ‘home’ warrants the need for

questions of sexuality to interrogate dialogues on home, nation, belonging, for they

immediately make apparent that dominant notions of home have naturalized

privileged sexual categories at the expense of others. When placed in the context of

the racism, xenophobia, and ‘family values’ of Margaret Thatcher’s neoliberal

Britain, it is no wonder that home as both the public domain of nation and the

private space of domesticity was assailed by conservatives from the late 1970s

through the 1980s but also became the battleground for organized resistance by

people of colour4 at the same time. The Thatcherite context is especially relevant

here for it provides the backdrop against which the film was made and to which is

speaks. Mass privatization of council housing estates, anti-black, anti-gay, and anti-

immigrant sentiments, and the proliferation of free-market policies and ideologies

made clear on the national stage which kinds of peoples were considered eligible to

be ‘British.’ In what follows, I will demonstrate how we can think of ‘home’ as both a

positive and negative critique of the nation-state where spaces of habitation and
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belonging are rendered ambivalent as they reify, on the one hand, and on the other,

resist the bourgeois materialism of Thatcher’s England. My overall argument in this

article, then, is that Johnny and Omar, the gay protagonists of My Beautiful

Laundrette, ‘queer’ the traditional spaces of home through non-heteronormative5

acts that transform domestic, bourgeois space while troubling the very circuits of

capitalism espoused by Thatcher. I shall also identify the character of Tania as a

queering agent whose rejection of the film’s traditional homes and the hetero-

normative family structures they nurture lead her into an open-ended exile that is not

based on heteronormative relations shaped by Thatcherite economics. Tania

presents a disavowal of those institutions through a migration into the unknown.

I conclude that these three protagonists reconfigure the meanings of home and

belonging by: one, rejecting traditional sites of inhabitation that buttress exclusive

ideals of the nation-state and capitalism and two, engaging in a history of the

present. In these ways, Johnny, Omar, and Tania demonstrate that the very notion

of ‘home’ is contradictory for both the second-generation South Asian Diaspora

(that is, Omar, Tania) and working class, white youths (Johnny). They live in

Thatcherite London, and resist the bourgeois mandates of heteronormativity. My

reading of Laundrette thus argues for a politics of resistance against neo-colonialism

in the form of neoliberal capitalism that coalesces across gender lines as it surfaces

through an appropriation of space by queer agents. In other words, I identify non-

heteronormative acts of resistance as affective agents that transform the physical and

ideological sites of the film. My reading, therefore, supports Stuart Hall’s assessment

that Laundrette is ‘one of the most riveting and important films produced by a black

writer in recent years.’6 (Hall 30)

Socio-political background and the stakes in thinking ‘home’

Before discussing scenes in the film where home and belonging transform, let me

offer some background on the historical moment in which Kureishi’s narrative

unfolds, a moment most clearly characterized by the transatlantic rise of

neoliberalism. This is not a discourse bound by the shores of Britain or the

United States, because the development of neoliberal ideologies was engaged in a

synergistic process in which the rise of capitalist, consumer culture in one country

informed and advanced developments in the other. Cultural critic David Harvey has

recently explored this troubling account of neoliberal development on both sides of

the Atlantic. Harvey notes that although there are distinct differences between

neoliberalism’s trajectories in the US compared to the UK, there are some shared

similarities on the national level best identifiable in the local, social relations that

unfolded in the urban centres of New York and London from the 1970s and into the

1980s. Harvey reveals that, following a fiscal crisis that resulted in a powerful group

of investment bankers led by Citibank’s Walter Wriston gaining budgetary control

of New York City in 1975, the class power and privilege of the upper elite was

restored (46).

Wriston himself had ‘equated all forms of government intervention in the US

and Britain with forms of communism,’ which proved to be such a toxic conflation

when mixed with the near bankruptcy of the city that ‘City government was more

and more construed as an entrepreneurial rather than a social democratic or even

managerial entity’ (47). It thus became the agenda of conservatives like Ronald

Reagan and Jerry Falwell in the late 1970s to enact on the national level what had
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occurred in New York City at the local level, and this would be accomplished by

appealing to the Christian Right and white working class who ‘could be mobilized

through the positives of religion and cultural nationalism and negatively through
coded, if not blatant, racism, homophobia, and anti-feminism’ (49–50). Through

much different means, a similar neoliberal agenda from the 1960s into the 1980s was

emerging at the expense of the working class, people of colour, feminists, and queers

– subjects clearly beyond the profitable purview of the emerging conservative state –

across the Atlantic, notably in the urban centre of London.

For Britain, in contrast to the US, these agendas were intimately linked to the
country’s recent demise as the most powerful colonial power on earth. Harvey notes:

The issues of Britain’s relations with and responsibilities towards its ex-colonies was
often fraught, both at home and abroad. Neocolonial structures of commercial
exploitation were often deepened rather than eradicated. But migratory currents from
the ex-colonies towards Britain were beginning to bring the consequences of empire
back home in new ways. (56)

A hawkish, rising politician of the Tory (Conservative) party, Thatcher attracted
volumes of attention and even sparked panic in the minds of upper class whites

during an incendiary comment she made in 1978 on Granada Television’s World in

Action current affairs programme. In delivering her view on the rising percentage of

immigrants from the erstwhile colonies, including Pakistan, into the capital

metropolis, Thatcher infamously claimed:

That is an awful lot, and I think it means that people are really afraid that this country
might be swamped by people of a different culture. The British character has done so
much for democracy, for law, and done so much throughout the world that if there is
any fear that it might be swamped, then people are going to be rather hostile to those
coming in…. We are a British nation with British characteristics. Every nation can take
some minorities, and in many ways they add to the richness and variety of this country.
But the moment a minority threatens to become a big one, people get frightened. (qtd. in
Solomos xiv)

Thatcher’s speech portrays non-white immigrants from the former colonies as

liabilities to the nation – excepting the limited quotas for ‘some minorities’ needed to

import exploitative labour into the country to ‘add richness and variety’ to the

economy – who will ominously deteriorate Britain into a marshy wetland comprised

of coloured aliens. Harnessing this rhetoric to nostalgia for the days of the Raj and

its residual yet pronounced white supremacy, Thatcher produced fear in white

Britons that a legion of foreigners were flooding the ports. Moreover, she tacitly
justified, even encouraged, the waves of racism and violence directed towards non-

whites that would become the hallmark of rightwing organizations like the National

Front. This focus on foreigners instead of fiscal socialism successfully paved the way

for her true agenda: to install neoliberalism in the framework of the Welfare State

while producing consent amongst disgruntled Britons and Tory sympathizers. Lester

Friedman observes that during Margaret Thatcher’s 11-year political reign between

1979 and 1990, she changed the face of British culture by setting up ‘programs that

favored the individual over the collective state’ (xiv).

The individuals who profited most from such programs were, predictably,

discernable by their skin colour, marital status, and class privilege. In A.

Sivanandan’s words:

Thatcher’s Tory party of 1979 inaugurated an overall attack on the working class and
the welfare state in the framework of a law-and-order society. In articulating and
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clarifying the ideology of British racism in the run-up to the elections, Thatcher had
established a climate in which officials in the health service, employment, education,
housing, social and welfare services would, without benefit of edict, insist on passports
and identity checks before affording a service to black citizens. (45)

Her brand of racism and homophobia, however, was flexible enough to extol

those former colonials who oiled the state’s neoliberal machinery with profits,

profited from, and even exploited the system in return. Extolling citizenry virtues

that propped up capitalism, business, and the nuclear family, Thatcher praised

Indian and Pakistani merchants as the new ‘meritocrats’ (Ogden 175). Despite her

ostensible praise for South Asian immigrants, Thatcher simultaneously positioned

those who sat outside her capitalist and patriotic utopia as divisive and dangerous.
Stuart Hall and Martin Jacques observe that the Left often viewed Thatcher’s

policies as buttresses of a nation-building project that deployed patriarchalism,

racism, and imperialist nostalgia (11). In plain yet grim words, Hall and Jacques

describe this project’s goals: ‘In the management of capitalism, the outstanding

achievement of Thatcherism has been to disorganize the opposition…. On the

economic front, it has savaged public expenditure and the welfare state, put the

economy into the monetarist strait jacket’ (11–12). Many such policies that

exacerbated this desolate unrest and poverty were linked to classist, heteronormative
notions of family and nation.

This is perhaps best evidenced by Thatcher’s assertion that the nation’s loss of

Victorian morale had precipitated a crisis in the health of the country. The nation,
she claimed, was ‘sick – morally, socially, economically,’ and this alarmingly abject

condition of the state was especially exacerbated by legislation on homosexuality,

abortion, and divorce (see Jenkins 66–68). Thatcher’s production of national panic

by using the language of national health security risks when combined with the

emerging anxieties concerning AIDS targeted gays and lesbians more than any other

group in its identification of the country as ‘sick.’ Ann Curry observes:

Throughout her long period as prime minister, she advocated the promotion of the
traditional family as the only social structure which could advance Britain economically
and socially, and she attacked the force which she saw as most subversive to the
accomplishment of her neo-Conservative moral society – homosexuality. (12)

By framing the family as a key cog in the economic development of the nation,

Thatcher clearly extolled the consumer responsibility of those in heteronormative,
domestic relationships. Thus, non-heteronormative people were produced as germs

infecting the British imaginary as postcolonial peoples of colour would re-colonize

the British imperium into a swampland. This ideological assault on those considered

incongruent with neoliberalism and its ideologies translated in very material modes

of disenfranchisement (see Jenkins 245). Gentrification projects and the subsequent

boom in housing, for example, displaced lower-income residences of formerly

unfashionable areas (Sandhu 137).

This is not to say, however, that resistance was not rising against Thatcher. Such

mercantilist policies impacted the social, political, and cultural stakes of artists like

Frears and Kureishi. In Frears’s words, ‘Thatcher has divided the country between

North and South, between the employed and unemployed, between the rich and
poor, between the people who’ve got and the people who haven’t.’7 Frears and

Kureishi thus joined a cultural front that, throughout the 1980s, filmically protested

the free-market policies of Thatcher that contributed to racial unrest and domestic

poverty8 (Friedman xv). Yet even before her rise to power (whilst anti-war
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resistance, Civil Rights movements, and feminist consciousness arose in the United

States), the latter half of the 1960s witnessed a united front amongst Caribbean,

African, and South Asian peoples living in England in which these racialized parties

identified themselves as ‘black’ to forge solidarity in the face of common experiences

of racism (Proctor 5).

At the turn of the decade and throughout the 1980s, many non-whites (who

shared post-imperial connections) viewed the political signifier of ‘black’ as essential

in presenting a national coalition for diverse peoples of colour. Kobena Mercer

elegantly elucidates this historical moment and its goals, stating:

What was important and empowering about the redefinition of black identity in British
society in the 1980s was that it showed that identities are not found but made; that they
are not just there, waiting to be discovered in the vocabulary of nature, but that they
have to be culturally and politically constructed through political antagonism and
cultural struggle. [original emphasis] (291–292)

Mercer’s observation that the political signifier ‘black’ was meant to unify

diverse peoples of colour in Britain whose experiences of racism and classism, not

skin colour or phenotype, bonded them in political solidarity also suggests the

formation of an ‘extended family.’ This extended family certainly did not fit the

heteronormative, white model of ‘good subjects’ that would feed Thatcher’s

neoliberalist drive to quell social services and raise the index of acceptable racism.

Rather, it destabilized the notion of ‘home’ by throwing into question the

foundational hallmark Thatcher would instil in it. With the political solidarities

formed from the late 1960s into the 1980s in response to the rampant neoliberal

practices of Thatcher and echoed by conservative US President Ronald Reagan in

the US at about the same time, British blacks consolidated their voices to protest the

assaults waged on them in the name of postcolonial migration, family, belonging and

nation – in short, the constitutive elements of ‘home.’ In engendering what Mercer

calls a ‘pluralistic sense of ‘‘imagined community’’,’ I would argue that these ‘lower

class’ subjects and people of colour were driven by the linked, urgent need to re-

imagine home and transform its material contours in the daily fabric of life in Britain

(292).9

Reading My Beautiful Laundrette in the context of home and belonging

In Laundrette, home as a concept and place functions in two general ways: first, it is

a circulating icon of Thatcher’s policies that serves as a site from which members of

the Pakistani diaspora in England revel in their fortunes. Second, it serves as the

diving board for leaving behind the bourgeois materialism of heteronormativity,

whilst constructing an alternative space for belonging – or a new ‘home.’ It is around

these two general conceptions of home that the interracial, queer relationship

between Omar (Gordon Warnecke), a somewhat-closeted adolescent of the Pakistani

diaspora in London, and his white partner Johnny (Daniel Day-Lewis), a drifter on

the dole, is consummated. Though I do not want to limit the other possibilities of

home, the discourses of belonging that I wish to discuss generally follow this pattern,

and thus demonstrate the need to unanchor ‘home’ from its traditional mooring.

The film opens and ends with two sharply contrasting visions of what home

means: the opening shot of the film introduces viewers to Johnny, a working-class

layabout who is ostensibly aligned with the nationalist racism spawned by

Thatcherite England but not its class ethos, and his comrade Genghis, who lies ill
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on a dirty mattress wearing nothing but a flimsy coat. This opening shot clearly

establishes the duo as squatters who have illegally inhabited a building, any doubt of

which is soon dispelled when hired black men suddenly break down the barricaded

door to remove the squatters. As the black men evict the squatters, the historical
irony of the scene comes into sharp focus: the men are removing white, British

nationals in a filmic reversal of the history of colonialism. But this scene does not

depict a moment of revenge, for one of the men is visibly ambivalent about forcefully

removing Johnny and Genghis, two ‘lower class’ squatters whose experiences of

poverty and homelessness are not wholly unfamiliar, from the room.

This opening scene sets the tone throughout the film, shaping home as an

ambivalent space that facilitates a community for ‘lower class’ ‘have-nots’ (to recall

Frears) like Johnny and Genghis, but also another ‘lower class’ community that are

at times forced to be the very hired help that physically removes squatters from
unoccupied houses. Here, the housing disenfranchisement of Johnny and Genghis is

the most material aspect of life shaped by Conservative ideologies and, as Sukhdev

Sandhu puts it, the ‘Tory belief in the sacred importance of property’ (138). Despite

the visible racial differentiation between the white squatters and the black evictors,

what is perhaps most notable is the apparent recognition of the men sharing the

same class status and thus the same economic plight in Thatcherite Britain. The

visual tone throughout the film continues to frame home as a site where community

belonging is manifest in both heteropatriarchal spaces of the Pakistani diaspora, and
spaces transformed by non-heteronormative agents.

Let me first give a clearer picture of how home in Laundrette articulates the

constitutive bonds between Thatcher’s capitalism and the heteropatriarchal cogs that

keep it running. In another early scene at the lavish house of Nasser, a successful

Pakistani entrepreneur, the domestic space of home is clearly gendered. In the

gendering of space, the sense that belonging too is gendered organizes itself

according to the people and dialogue that unfolds in the living room and Nasser’s

bedroom, which seems to ‘privatize’ the bedroom as a male-only space. In both
spaces however, circuits of belonging that codify inclusion in the family and nation-

state through the exclusion of queer subjects and/or diasporic subjects who are not

nostalgic for the former homeland buttresses heteronormative inclusion in nation

and family. Omar, Johnny’s lover, arrives at his Uncle Nasser’s house to attend a

close family and friend gathering where he has previously been promised a bigger

opportunity than washing cars in his uncle’s garage. Upon arrival, his aunt Bilquis

introduces him to a number of ‘aunties’ 10 sitting in the living room, which resounds

a zenana (or part of the house reserved for women).

When Omar meets Cherry, Salim’s wife, and expresses his surprise that she has

been to Karachi, she disdainfully exclaims, ‘You stupid, what a stupid! It’s my home.

How could anyone in their right mind call this silly little island of Europe home?’

Upon hearing from Bilquis that Omar knows nothing about his Pakistani homeland,

Cherry glares at Omar while replying, ‘God, I’m sick of hearing about these

inbetweens. People should make up their minds where they are.’ The implications of

this scene for home and belonging are important to consider. Framed in a close shot-

reverse-shot between Omar and Cherry, this visual exchange emphasizes the very
inbetweenness of which she speaks, both geographically and sexually. For Cherry,

Karachi equals home, and England is merely a location in which her body is situated

– in this scene, it is literally seated amongst other Pakistani women, sequestered from

the male family members. Yet in this mise-en-scène, Omar is literally positioned
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between the women in the tight framing of the shot, and between gendered

quadrants of the house as he moves from the living room where the women are

seated into the inner sanctum of the bedroom, which is dominated by Pakistani men.

This sequence visually conveys an identificatory disjuncture between Omar’s

presence in London versus the ‘homeland’ of Karachi as it suggests that his
queerness, which Cherry seems to pick up on, also renders him an alien within his

own body as well as an alien to his family’s country. In other words, it seems that in

recognizing Karachi as her home, a home that is not Omar’s, Cherry suggests that

Omar is not at home in his own body. As such, Omar’s lack of affiliation with

Karachi has already ‘outed’ him without him disclosing his sexuality to the women in

the room. This process seems, then, to distance Omar from his own family both

ideologically and visually: the positioning of the ‘real’ family members, constellated

around Cherry in the armchair, creates a distinct, visual distance between them and
their young, closeted relative. This distance also, of course, inflects class distinction

where the armchair seems to transform into a throne of heteronormative class

privilege that clearly excludes Omar and his socialist father.

This notion of being queer as a result of being out of touch with homeland and/

or the expectations of heteronormative marriage carries directly into the next scene:

in slow motion, Omar turns a corner, entering the bedroom in which Nasser, his

cousin Salim and other upper-crust men are poking fun at Omar’s father. As with

Cherry, Omar is again on trial before ‘his own people’ (Salim’s moniker for the
Pakistani clique). Omar steps into the room in silence with a smile on his face. When

Nasser’s friend recognizes him, Frears cuts to a medium shot of Omar in a frame

divided by light on the left half and darkness on the right side. Immediately, Omar

steps back into the right of the frame, into the shadows. This lack of light suggests

concealment/suppression of Omar’s sexual identity, a backward step into the

darkness of an identity that must be concealed from this family. The framing of this

sequence of scenes suggests that Omar’s homosexuality visually manifests Cherry’s

words – Omar is an ‘in-between’ who has chosen his place in the shadows, in the
closet.

This ‘inbetweenness’ is further highlighted by Omar’s positioning throughout the

scene – he remains standing while speaking to the boisterous men in the room, thus

physically separating himself from them. This separation in the frame is important,

as it visually indexes the gulf of diasporic experience and erotic leanings that divide

Omar from his family. Moments later, this visual theme re-surfaces when Uncle

Nasser claims after a man in the room offers to make Omar a drink, ‘Make him a

man first!’ Here, the visual divide between the sitting men and Omar emphasises
Nasser’s codification of manliness and heteronormativity as a prerequisite to, in

Nasser’s words, ‘squeeze the tits of the system’ as it demonstrates Omar’s need to

obscure recognition of himself by his own family. These scenes highlight two main

points: one, that the diasporic Pakistani home in Laundrette is an ideological

landscape in which notions of masculinity and femininity hinge upon a connection to

homeland or ‘one’s people’; and two, that such an ideological landscape embraces

Thatcher’s brand of capitalism and effectively normalizes gender, thus allowing these

members of the Pakistani diaspora to belong in the British nation-state in and
through capitalism. In other words, even the gendered divide between the living

room and the bedroom emanates subscription to the neoliberal ‘values’ of Thatcher

while reifying the rigid categories of gender and sexuality that not only support

capitalism but concurrently exclude queer South Asians.
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These two points characterise my negative critique of the Thatcherite nation-

state, but are complicated when we view them in the spatial context of the laundrette,

which serves as a metaphorical home for both Johnny and Omar. As the namesake

of the film, ‘Powders’, the laundrette refurbished and operated by Johnny and Omar,

transforms into an alternative space of belonging for both queer men. It is not based

on the gendered, bourgeois belonging we witness in the glitzy house of Nasser. The

laundrette, rather, becomes a key site where, to quote Stuart Hall, the film ‘crosses

those frontiers between gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and class’ (171). Indeed, as

Eva Rueschmann notes in her short analysis of the film, ‘The laundrette becomes an

ironic utopian paradise where characters act out their desires and fantasies’ (xix). In

this way, the laundrette (though funded through cocaine sales that supplement

Salim’s exploitation of Thatcher’s conditional embrace of South Asians as the new

entrepreneurs) transforms into an urban oasis. It is a home away from home, for

Johnny, Omar, and the other working class members of the community who

congregate there. For even beyond becoming an alternative site of national

belonging, the laundrette metamorphoses, in Leonard Quart’s words, into ‘a glittery

Ritz of poor people’s fantasies’ (243).

It is against the backdrop of the refurbished laundrette that the sexual bonds

between Johnny and Omar erotically climax, crossing the thresholds of race and

class along the way. In contrast to the heteropatriarchal tensions and racialized

belonging circulating between the Pakistani men and women at Nasser’s house,

Johnny and Omar inaugurate the opening of the laundrette by having sex in the back

office after a heated exchange in which Omar indicts Johnny’s ugly National Front

past.11 This scene is especially significant if we consider its framing. Frears situates

the two men in the foreground of a one-way mirror looking out into the laundrette,

where Nasser and his mistress Rachel are dancing to a waltz. Behind Rachel and

Nasser, a crowd of working class locals eagerly awaits the laundrette’s grand

opening. Frears maps out the boys in the foreground having sex in the backroom

upon the image of Nasser and Rachel kissing on the other side of the one-way

mirror.

This shooting technique not only humanizes both couples using close ups and

soft colours, but suggests that both modes of eroticism are equally transgressive in

the face of the heteronormativity that drives Thatcher’s economic liberalism. Quart

writes, ‘The scene uses deep focus to embrace what it sees as parallel kinds of sexual

passion, without making anything special of the homosexual link between Omar and

Johnny’ (245). Perhaps even more interesting in this scene is that Nasser and his

white mistress Rachel, upper class though external to the dictums of hetero-

normative propriety, also seem humanized as they waltz. Flanked on one side by the

lower class onlookers peering into the windows of the laundrette, and on the other

side by the one-way mirror that conceals Omar and Johnny having sex in the back

office, this scene plays with the politics of visibility even as it positions Omar and

Johnny in a position of panoptic power. Despite their multiple transgressive

characteristics, they can see all, but no one can see them.12

Critical readings of ‘home’ and belonging in My Beautiful Laundrette

My reading of the laundrette as a space that facilitates a positive critique of the

nation-state is at odds with Radhika Mohanram’s assertion that the film ‘forecloses

any attempt of the creation and location of a homosexual discourse’ in the film (126).
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Rather, I would argue that the diasporic condition produced by histories of

exploitative British colonialism opens up the possibilities for radical re-

appropriations of geographies and modes of belonging through non-heteronormative

body politics animated by the very mechanisms that would oppress Pakistani migrants

in England. As Gayatri Gopinath aptly writes:

If for Johnny sex with Omar is a way of both tacitly acknowledging and erasing that
racist past [of Johnny’s National Front background], for Omar, queer desire is precisely
what allows him to remember. Indeed, the barely submerged histories of colonialism
and racism erupt into the present at the very moment when queer sexuality is being
articulated (2).

Gopinath further observes that a scene in which Omar lambasts Johnny for

participating in xenophobic, ‘anti-Paki’ demonstrations that publicly alienated him

and his father immediately precedes the sex scene between Omar and Johnny. The
queer, sexual act thus in some ways reconciles Johnny’s class difference with Omar’s

racial difference. It also serves as the catalyst for a dialogue on race and class to

‘erupt’ into the present moment – one in which the laundrette is about to open its

doors to the neighbourhoods.

While this process may not be one that is, per Mohanram, ‘a homosexual

discourse,’ the film’s ability to queer home generates a number of discourses that

trouble location in many ways as Johnny and Omar’s relationship becomes an open,

even humorous, secret. As Vinay Swamy has argued, since there is never an
articulation that fixes a sexual orientation on Johnny or Omar throughout the film,

viewers should not assume that this silence is solely the stifling social effect of the

stifling closet (155). In this way, the film’s refusal to articulate, through spoken

words, a knowable sexual identity instead creates the room for issues of race and

class to be explicitly articulated by both men. Through these verbal articulations and

visual gestures of desire, Johnny’s xenophobia and the exploitative conditions of

colonialism and neoliberalism that have produced it open up a critique of the past, as

Gopinath suggests, in the present moment.
I should like to recognize that Johnny and Omar’s re-shaping of the laundrette

into a distinctive home space that demarcates their own terms of belonging in

Thatcher’s England and the South London community is not unproblematic. For

even in re-calibrating the terms of sexual pleasure that attend geographies of

belonging of the nation-state, the young mens’ desires, in some ways, invoke the

ending of a heteronormative ‘happily-ever-after’ ending. In assessing the weaknesses

of Laundrette, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak writes that the relationship between

Omar and Johnny too dependently recalls a Greek boy love story that contains ‘all
the erotic furniture of romantic heterosexuality’ (248). Perhaps equally disturbing

about such an erotic attachment, transgressive as it is to the private, heterosexist

ventures that breed racism and nationalism in Thatcher’s England, is the notion that

Tania must literally disappear at the end of the film to facilitate the boys’ reunion.

From this perspective, Tania experiences two immediate histories of exile; that of

her family’s past, and her impending exile from London in the present moment. In

this reading, community belonging for the two male protagonists would occur at the

expense of a woman of colour in the film who is by no means heteronormative or
complicit with the Thatcherite ethos celebrated and manipulated by the male

members of her family, including Omar. The erasure of Tania would thus risk

gendering the laundrette as a space of male entrepreneurship rather than one that

nurtures a proletariat community that transgresses gender lines, in addition to racial
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and sexual ones. In Gopinath’s words, Tania functions ‘quite literally as the film’s

vanishing point. Kureishi’s framing of the female diasporic figure makes clear the

way in which even ostensibly progressive, gay male articulations of diaspora run the

risk of stabilizing sexual and gender hierarchies’ (4–5). While I am indeed
sympathetic with Gopinath’s concerns and view them crucial to keep in mind when

building coalitions across gender differences, my apprehension is that this reading

might assume an anti-feminist ending to reconcile class difference.

Spivak’s criticism of the film’s male protagonists leads us to view Tania

differently, not as an erasure upon which part of the queer male romance depends,

but rather as an agent whose erotic constitution is unbound precisely through her

self-imposed exile. On Spivak’s cue, we might thus consider the ways in which Tania

‘queers home’ through her own rejection of its traditional values, which is perhaps

most powerfully articulated precisely by her resolve to leave the traditional home,
and vanish before Nasser’s eyes. Indeed, Tania’s rejection of her father’s bourgeois

materialism and her willingness to tactfully marry Omar and run away with Johnny

as a means of subverting the saturated networks of domesticity within her unhappy

parents’ house is a political subversion of the nation-state that she negotiates with

herself. This is perhaps best illustrated in the scene I previously mentioned where

Omar transitions from the living room space where the women are sitting to the

bedroom space where the men are drinking. While he is standing in the bedroom,

Tania appears outside the windows opposite of Omar, baring her breasts to him for
an extended period of time.

Here, Tania has also managed to move between the gendered spaces, and her

visibility to Omar (but not to the other men) underscores her agency as a queer

subject who negotiates the terrains of her sexual desires in a scenario where she is

able to watch all the men, but where only Omar can return her gaze through the

window’s reflections.13 Zaki, Nasser’s friend, sees her, but assumes she is an illusion

conjured up by the potent alcohol he is drinking. With an exasperated gasp, he

exclaims to his host, ‘Nasser, please God. I am on the verge already!’ Zaki’s
implication that Tania cannot really be on the other side of the window, let alone

displaying her breasts to the room of men implies that the sight he is witnessing is

unthinkable and unimaginable, what Gopinath calls the impossibility of a ‘queer

female diasporic subjectivity’ (19). In speaking about such an impossibility,

Gopinath writes that within the patriarchal logic of the South Asian bourgeoisie,

‘a ‘‘nonheterosexual Indian woman’’ occupies a space of impossibility, in that she is

not only excluded from the various ‘‘home’’ spaces that the ‘‘woman’’ is enjoined to

inhabit and symbolize but, quite literally, simply cannot be imagined’ (18).

While Gopinath’s observation is indeed sound in the context of Zaki’s inability

to imagine Tania flashing the room of elite patriarchs, I would ask what alternative

readings for a queer agency Tania provides in her active quest to seek out alternative

‘home’ spaces and family arrangements, first with Omar and Johnny, and then on

her own? Indeed, Omar and Tania’s ability to see and acknowledge one another in

this scene seems to allow the erotic subversion enacted outside of the house to

counter the suppression of sexual identities enacted within it. Tania thus seemingly

occupies contradictory terrains of belonging to her family’s home: conscription to
the patriarchal space of her father’s house, and a revolutionary zest that facilitates

her rejection of it. Her ability to command a noticeable degree of mobility between

the gendered quadrants of the house and leave the confines of the house in that

instance foreshadows her impending departure. This is the very home space from
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which the men first begin to suggest that Omar and she get married – an act which

would not only consolidate the capitalistic relations that empower the Pakistani

businessmen, but also one that would centre heteronormative marriage as the lowest

common denominator of familial unity.

This is, however, not what happens, and the absence of that strain of plot

behoves a reading that argues for Tania’s agency as a sexual subject who subverts the

traditional home. Asha Sen reads this moment where Tania bears her breasts

through the window as one of many signs that Tania ‘controls the commodification

of her body’ (66). This is to say that in a landscape cluttered with markers of

bourgeois belonging through commodity culture in 1980s England, Tania’s body

becomes a site through which a subversion occurs that is controlled neither by the

men in the room within the house, or the nation-state within which the house sits.

Sen also notes that with the exception of Cherry, Tania does not wear the ‘garb of

invisibility that is worn by women of her race and class’ (66). While it may be

problematic to assume that homeland garb necessarily renders the other women

invisible (are all South Asian women who refuse to wear Western clothing invisible

from the outset in the diasporic landscape?), Sen’s observation is useful in thinking

over the ways that the ideologies of home and homeland are signified on the bodies

of the women versus the men, who wear western formalwear that visually emphasizes

their indoctrination into the Thatcherite state. In other words, where the women’s

clothing might align them with the Pakistani homeland, the men are unequivocally

portrayed as comfortable with and in their diasporic privileges as the new

‘meritocrats.’

Tania’s visual agency as a non-heteronormative subject is further highlighted

when we read her against the representation of her mother Bilquis, as well as Omar’s

mother Mary, who never physically appears in the film. Viewers learn during an

early dialogue between Omar and Johnny that Omar’s mother committed suicide by

jumping on the rails outside the family’s rundown apartment in South London. I

argue here that we witness the heteronormative binds of straight marriage act as

stifling domestic elements for these women – and an institution that Tania escapes

from at the end of the film. Let us first consider Bilquis. As the immigrant wife of

Nasser, she is represented in Kureishi’s film as a dependant housewife who,

incidentally, is able to cast spells that make furniture move on its own and inflict

severe rashes on Rachel, her husband’s mistress. As such, she is represented as a

domestic sorceress who creepily pervades the conspicuous edges of the filmic frame

and who is able to summon magic to punish those who transgress heteronormative

boundaries. As Sen notes, Bilquis is ‘consistently positioned behind doors and

windows, looking outside from within to heighten the effect of her entrapment’ (67).

In contrast to Tania’s ability to step outside the house and look into it without

being seen by the men, Bilquis is trapped by her lack of fluency in English, the

tongue of the erstwhile colonizers of South Asia. In this way, she is not invisible per

se, but inarticulate – a diasporic subaltern whose inability to speak is unsuccessfully

compensated by a constellation of fancy commodities throughout the family house

that do little to comfort her when she discovers Nasser’s affair with Rachel.14

Indeed, it is precisely her visibility as an immigrant woman who does not

linguistically (and perhaps also visually considering her South Asian dress) belong

in the capitalist meritocracy indulged by Nasser and his male friends that marks her

as the immigrant of a ‘different culture’ that threatens to ‘swamp’ Britain.
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If Bilquis is consigned to the meritocratic house of her patriarchal family, Omar’s

mother Mary is nowhere to be seen in the film on account of her self-electrocution on

the rails of the London Tube system. Not even available in the form of a tattered

bedside photo or redemptive memory that would place her into the migration history

of her husband and son, her absence seems to mark the total erasure of the South

Asian diasporic woman from the film.15 Yet we can interpret Mary’s absence in the

film in a different way if we read it alongside the departure of Tania in the closing

scene of the film. To recall that scene, Nasser has come to visit his ill brother

Hussein, Omar’s father. Embittered by the Thatcherite policies that forcefully

contradict his socialist ideals while supporting racist classism, he tells his Nasser:

‘This damn country has done us in. That’s why I am like this [alcoholic and ill]. We

should be there – home.’ In reply to his brother’s frustration with the trauma of exile,

Nasser replies, ‘But that country has been sodomized by religion. It is beginning to

interfere with the making of money. Compared with everywhere, it is a little heaven

here.’

Shot in a tight shot-reverse-shot sequence, this scene warrants careful analysis.

We must first note that, like Cherry, Hussein conceives of home in and through

national allegiances – ‘home’ is Pakistan and not the country that Nasser’s family

has so exorbitantly profited from. As might be expected, despite his sincere attempt

to visit his brother, Nasser responds in the only way that diasporic belonging in the

new enterprise culture has allowed – his inclusion in Thatcher’s ‘meritocracy’ is and

can only be a function of his ability to engage the very capitalist ethos that

simultaneously marks his own racial exclusion from the nation-state. In other words,

where England is the ‘non-home’ for Hussein given its racist nationalisms, England

is home – even better, a ‘little heaven’ – for Nasser precisely because the ability to

accumulate capital (even through the disenfranchisement of the poor and other

people of colour) is possible. Perhaps most notable about this dialogue in the

screenplay is the fact that Nasser must use the language of anal penetration to

describe how Pakistan’s government is non-conducive to his mercantile ambitions.

This not only echoes his earlier conception of England as a woman, an allusion to

Thatcher, whose tits must be squeezed, but also the anxiety about masculinity that

prompts him to gleefully propose a man-making process for Omar that will

inaugurate him into capitalist ethos.

I earlier claimed that we could read Tania’s departure as a subversion of home

rather than one that renders her a victim – be it through the silence that corresponds

with Bilquis’s broken English in the film or the absolute invisibility of Omar’s

mother. However, it is very significant that Tania’s disappearance occurs at the very

instance that Hussein and Nasser are agreeing to have her ‘married off’ to Omar, and

thus manacle them both to heteronormative expectations and futures that have

themselves faltered in the lives of both aging brothers. Thus, I argue that this

moment, for Kureishi, engages a strategic invisibility where Tania herself escapes

rather than being erased. Perhaps more notable is that Tania’s disappearance as

Nasser and Hussein incredulously look on occurs on the platform before the very

rails upon which Omar’s mother has committed suicide. Thus, despite the silences

that bind Bilquis and Mary to the domestic arrangements of diasporic domesticity as

wives and mothers in England, Tania’s disappearance constitutes, as Sen argues:

… an ironic reversal of the dominant male narratives of colonialism, capitalism, and
nationalism which consign women to the privatized space of home. Tania’s move out of
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this private space and into the public space of the laundrette anticipates … her rejection
of the family structures that seek to contain her. (67)

In other words, whereas the trajectory of the screenplay throughout the film

marks the train tracks outside of Omar and Hussein’s apartment as the violently

clamorous site of Omar’s mother’s suicide, Tania’s vanishing from that very site

compels viewers to re-signify the tracks. Rather than remaining a fixed symbol of

Mary’s suicide, the tracks can therefore be viewed as rails leading to a number of
destinations and destinies that are not mandated by the class position of the

patriarchs in her family or their heteronormative, hypocritical ideals. Indeed, as

Christine Geraghty suggests, the brotherly male bonding is itself interrupted rather

than consolidated by Tania’s disappearance: ‘The moment of intimacy between

Nasser and Papa at the end of the film is broken when they move on to the

balcony…. In the moment when Tania vanishes, so too does Papa back into the flat,

leaving Nasser alone on the balcony’ (49). This moment then, like the one in which

Omar and Johnny have sex behind the one-way mirror in the laundrette,
reconfigures the public visibility that can serve to discipline rather than empower

queer subjects of colour. Having vanished in the context of her planned marriage to

Omar does less to evince Kureishi’s anti-feminist aesthetic, I would argue, than it

does to facilitate her escape from a destiny that will be lauded over by her father and

the privileged class status that has situated her oppression in the first place. Tania is

an agent on the move whose migration out of her trapped situation, even in being

unknown, suggests a more fulfilling and independent future.

Earlier options, like Tania’s strategic marriage to Omar as a means to leave

London or the formation of an alternative family arrangement with the young men,

do not work out and the couple do not leave London with Tania. It is clear

throughout the film that their ‘voyage’ away from heteronormative ideals and

troubles they face, due to the class positions situating them, is one that all three

share. Moreover, all three maintain intimate relationships to leftist ideals that are

antithetical to Thatcher’s England. Johnny remains loyal to his proletariat, albeit

racist, friends, Omar continues to care for his socialist, alcoholic father, and Tania
leaves behind her parents’ bourgeois abode in search of a domicile that is not ‘home’

simply because it emanates the imprints of bourgeois privilege and arranged

marriage.

That we literally see Tania disappear at the end of the film must be read in the

context of Nasser and Omar’s father planning her marriage, planning the kind of

home she will have if she remains in London. Indeed, it is at the very moment that

Nasser enthusiastically nods yes to the question of whether Tania can be a potential

wife for Omar that both men spy her on the train platform, packed bags in hand.
That a train goes by and she vanishes, I suggest, does less to erase her from the film’s

plot then it does to allow her to escape the very scene in which heteronormative

ideals are rehearsed and realigned by the two reigning diasporic patriarchs. As such,

Tania queers traditional spaces of the familial home as they build coalitions that

allow them to shape new sites of belonging to the nation that are not based on racial,

sexual, and/or class prerequisites, and which compel transformations of the

traditional notion of ‘home.’16

The film is thus less concerned with valorizing a specific portrait of the Pakistani

diaspora than it is, in Stuart Hall’s words, with refusing ‘to represent the black

experience in Britain as monolithic, self-contained, sexually stabilized, and always

‘right-on’ (Hall 171). In contrast to the opening scene, these shots, I would conclude,
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shape the laundrette and the exilic unknown as alternative spaces, even vanishing

points, of alternative belonging for Tania, Omar, and Johnny. They ultimately re-

code Thatcherite spaces of home and the heteronormative ideals, namely arranged

marriage in the diaspora that will consolidate capital and erase queerness, that

attend it. In this way, My Beautiful Laundrette reflects a politically responsible –

though fairly bleak – portrait of Britain while demonstrating Kureishi’s initiative to

write into existence and even forge common coalitional bonds between marginal

identities that have been casualties of Thatcher’s England. Against the grain of this

political reality, Frears and Kureishi’s film offers on the television and big screens an

ideological landscape in which queer people of colour may literally visualize their

inclusion in British society and, equally if not more importantly, their collective

agencies in subverting and re-shaping new sites that they can call ‘home.’

Conclusion

In conclusion, let me summarise the main points of this essay, and articulate how

their stakes during the cultural wars in the Thatcher/Reagan years are still pertinent

today. This essay has forwarded the notion that many of the historical events

surrounding the production of Stephen Frears’ and Hanif Kureishi’s My Beautiful

Laundrette surface through the trope of ‘home.’ Kureishi’s film demonstrates the

ways in which this subject-making agenda is undermined by counter-hegemonic

modes of belonging that cross race, class, and sexual lines. Indeed, my reading argues

that some South Asian diasporic subjects are able to set the terms for their own

belonging in the erstwhile colonial imperium of London in and through non-

heteronormative articulations of sexual desire that ‘queer’ traditional spaces of home

and nation, and the modes of belonging that attend to both.

I have argued that Johnny and Omar, an interracial, gay couple, radically resist

such qualified calls for belonging in their new ‘home’ country by rejecting traditional

home spaces that re-inscribe capitalist logic by privileging patriarchal heteronorma-

tivity and by praising South Asian immigrants’ assimilation. A diasporic agent of a

history involving colonialism and the partition of the Indian subcontinent, Omar

skilfully negotiates the identity politics of losing one’s homeland (Pakistan) to a

dominant conqueror (the UK), experiencing one’s home divided by that conqueror,

and designing a home in the land of the conqueror. As agents negotiating their own

terms of belonging in the country, the queer, interracial couple of Johnny and Omar

cross class lines as they ‘queer’ the space of a launderette located in rough part of

London slums in My Beautiful Laundrette. However, it is Tania’s fierce resistance

and eventual departure, at the end of the film, from the patriarchal and

heteronormative binds that tie her to her family that ultimately empowers her to

migrate into the unknown. I argue that this process not only liberates these subjects

from the cyclical modes of economic exploitation that surface in the transition from

colonialism to transnational capitalism, but also enable them to compel new ways of

thinking and being in spaces of abode and nation that we consider ‘home.’

These ways of thinking about ‘official’ homes, on the one hand, and re-

appropriative homes, on the other, are particularly relevant when considering the

intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality today. I began this essay by

detailing the pro-market ethos of Margaret Thatcher whose sympathies were shared

by her American counterpart, Ronald Reagan. Perhaps most important for re-

thinking national belonging and its relations to queer diasporas ‘making a home’
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outside of their homelands, the recent global financial crisis certainly confirms in this

day and age that capitalist interests have deeply rattled the ways in which ‘official’

homes have enjoyed hegemonic privileges. This becomes clear in examples like the

worldwide housing/mortgage meltdown and/or the ongoing denial of equal rights to

queers and/or people of colour. This bleak aspect of global relations at this time not

only shapes the way repressive institutions dole out the privileges of ‘home’ in

nation, but also suggests that the erstwhile neoliberal agendas that Frears and

Kureishi devotedly attacked in 1980s have progressed to a new stage.

However, I end by saying that if the rise of Thatcher and Reagan ushered in

economic agendas that would orchestrate exclusions for queers, people of colour, and/

or the working class, the overwhelming choice of Barack Obama as the next President

of the United States promises to usher in policies and influence that will expand the

horizons of thinking about and making equitable ‘homes.’ For example, in his

acceptance speech, President-Elect Obama publicly recognized the collective voice of

change articulated by ‘young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican,

black, white, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not

disabled.’ Obama’s recognition of these oft-marginalized groups suggests that he will

work to help these people ‘feel at home’ in the nation while not ignoring needs of the

global community. This historical re-appropriation of exclusive ‘homes’ has a

transatlantic significance that is aptly articulated by British Prime Minister Gordon

Brown in his congratulations to Obama: ‘The relationship between the United States

and the United Kingdom is vital to our prosperity and security. Barack Obama ran an

inspirational campaign, energizing politics with his progressive values and his vision

for the future. I share with Barack Obama a determination to show that government

can act to help people fairly through these difficult times facing the global economy.’17

My next hope is that the images of resistance in Laundrette and the words of change

offered by Obama and Brown manifest into swift actions that level the playing fields

constellated around the trope of ‘home.’
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Notes

1. For more on Laundrette’s surprise mainstream success, see Russo 307–309.
2. The New Republic, 7 April 1986 (v. 194), 24–25.
3. The Nation, 19 April 1986 (v. 242), 560.
4. Although there are various uses of the term, ‘people of colour’ is commonly used in the

US to refer to those who are not ‘visibly White.’
5. I use the term ‘non-heteronormative’ rather than simply ‘gay’ to recognize that the very

identity category ‘gay’ is one that suggests a Western taxonomic container that has racial
(usually white), gendered (usually male), class (usually bourgeois), and sexual (always
only same-sex desire) implications that are aligned with the logic of exploitative
capitalism.

6. See also the entirety of Julien and Mercer. We must here note that Hall’s recognition of
Kureishi as ‘black’ (Hall 163–164) is a political identification of solidarity with people of
colour in Britain, and one that I expand on in detail in this article.
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7. This comment was made to Robert Lindsey in an article that appeared in The New York
Times called ‘The Dangerous Leap of Stephen Frears’ (Lindsey 59).

8. This anti-racist cultural front consisted of a number of film collectives. According to
Kobena Mercer, ‘The emergence of a new generation of cinematic activists – Ceddo,
Sankofa, Retake, Black Audio Film Collective – symbolizes a new threshold of cultural
struggle in the domain of image-making’ (Mercer 53). For more on Sankofa and its co-
founder Isaac Julien, see Stam 35–39.

9. Mercer here refers to Benedict Anderson’s renowned notion of the ‘imagined
communities’ formed through the rise of nationalism through print culture and
capitalism, via Spanish colonialism, in the Americas. See Anderson 5–7.

10. In South Asian culture, the term ‘aunty’ does not literally denote one’s blood-aunt.
Rather, it is a gentile colloquialism used to address elder women who are family friends
or to express a respectful familiarity.

11. This scene echoes an earlier one in which Nasser and Rachel, his mistress, have sex in the
backroom of his garage office. In situating both scenes in a backroom, Frears and
Kureishi emphasize that all sex – not only gay sex – has become closeted in Thatcher’s
celebration of Victorian ideals.

12. I here refer to and re-situate Michel Foucault’s study of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon, a
prison structure, which becomes for him a metaphor for the way the state maximizes
efficiency and surveillance when incarcerating ‘criminals’ and creating the effect that one
is always being watched. See Foucault 100–109.

13. I here invoke and re-formulate Laura Mulvey’s well-known notion of images of women
on the big screen being produced for the pleasure of the male gaze. Though Mulvey
speaks about the audience’s reception of the images and I speak of how characters view
one another, the power dynamics of erotic visibility are shared. See Mulvey 6–18.

14. I am of course here referring to Gayatri Chakravorty’s Spivak’s well-known essay, ‘Can
the Subaltern Speak?’ I say diasporic subaltern to emphasize that though some of the
conditions of the South Asian woman being silenced by dominant males is parallel, my
example of Bilquis is in a Pakistani diasporic frame rather than Spivak’s example of the
Hindu widow who self-immolates herself in a deathly mimesis of the goddess Sati.

15. She is indeed mentioned in the same scene I earlier described when Omar moves from the
living room into the bedroom, but she is the butt of the joke in this narrated memory. In
it, Nasser ridicules his brother and Omar’s mother, describing opening a hotel door in
Bombay after hearing tapping sounds on the door. Upon opening the door, he recalls, he
found his brother and a woman standing in the rain, blue with cold. ‘What happened to
the woman?’ a man asks. ‘He married her!’ exclaims Nasser.

16. The author thanks Ketu Katrak and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak for informing my
reading of Tania as a subversive diasporic woman whom we cannot read as a victim, and
for offering commentary on it.

17. ‘PM Congratulates Obama’, Number10.gov.uk, 5 November 2008. (See http://www.
number10.gov.uk/Page17377, accessed 30 November 2008.)
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